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Chapter tension pole shower caddy instructions

Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on purchases made from our chosen links. One of our favorite shower organizers also happens to be one of the most adjustable shower caddies on the market. The SimpleHuman Adjustable Shower Caddy is popular for its clean, modern look,
adjustable shelf placement, and durability. A two-part stabilization system keeps this shower organizer locked into place. At the top, a clamp securely fits over a standard shower head pipe with a diameter up to 0.80 inches. You will need a screwdriver to open and close the clamp around the showerhead, but it’s a quick installation. At the bottom, a pair of suction cups stabilize and support the unit so it
doesn’t get knocked off balance as you take bottles in and out of the racks. A stainless steel and anodized aluminum construction means that this unit can stand up to the moisture and humidity common in shower stalls and bathtubs, though an occasional complaint is made regarding the appearance of rust. For the most part, though, users describe this shower organizer as ‘sturdy’ and ‘spa-like’ and most
people are highly satisfied with the performance and durability. The real advantage to the SimpleHuman Adjustable Shower Caddy is the fact that the wire shelves of this shower organizer can be adjusted from side to side and vertically. People find it to be easy to adjust using the dial on the back of the center support for the organizer. What this means in real world terms is that you can configure the
shelves to allow for taller bottles of soap or other items that otherwise may not fit in standard shower caddies.  If you just want a simple place to store your shower stuff, a budget shower organizer might be all you need. The SALT Shower Caddie is our top pick and features two wire shelves, including an innovative soap rack. For about $10, this wire shower caddy can clean up your shower space and give
your shampoo bottles, body wash, and soap a secure spot. There is one full-size shelf, and one smaller second tier shelf that shares space with a tilted soap saddle – which helps water drain away from your bar soap. It also includes a hook for washcloths or bath sponges. This organizer is made from coated steel wires to resist rust and corrosion. It slips over the shower head and rests on the water pipe,
with a snap ring to help hold it in place. A few people mention that the organizer slides around due to a lack of suction cups, and one person mentioned that the unit slides down the pipe when moving items around. However, most people find that for a budget shower caddy, this model from SALT covers all the necessary functions.  College life often means trekking to a shared bathroom for shower time, and
the right shower tote can make the process a lot simpler. Instead of grabbing all your gear in your arms and hoping you don’t drop or forget your body wash, razor, hair products and more, load it all into the Bed Bath & Beyond Mesh Shower Tote. This mesh shower tote is totally waterproof and drains and dries quickly before mold or mildew can set it. It features multiple exterior pockets for bottles of various
shapes and sizes, and a larger center section that can easily hold your towel, shower shoes, and more. Users have found this shower organizer to be well-made and roomy enough for all the essentials. The handle also lets you easily hang it over a shower hook, but it’s steady enough to sit on a bench or wide shower shelf. This mesh shower tote from Bed Bath & Beyond beat out other models of college
shower totes thanks to its included waterproof pouch for your phone. Keep your phone dry and protected—but still clearly visible—with the clear, sealed plastic pouch that hangs from the bag’s handle. You could also stash other small essentials in the pocket, like cash or your ID. An over the door shower organizer is a great choice for small showers where storage space is at a premium. The InterDesign
Metalo Shower Caddy easily fits over standard shower doors or a shower wall up to 2 inches thick. This over-the-door shower organizer will keep your essentials in easy reach with two large and two smaller center wire baskets, which can also swivel to the outside of the caddy frame to give more clearance to larger bottles on the bottom shelf. Two towel hooks hang face the outside of the shower door, which
a plus that many users mentioned. Despite being made of satin-plated wire, rust doesn’t seem to be a concern for users of this over-the-door shower caddy—even after months of use. For a shower caddy that can tuck into a corner, many people like tension pole shower organizers. The Zenna Home Corner Tension Pole Caddy features four tiers of shelving and stays securely in place, thanks to the
adjustable height tension system.  This corner shower organizer has L-shaped shelves instead of the more typical rounded shelving found on other models of corner caddies. People prefer this L-shaped design because they find it holds more and can better accommodate larger bottles. While the shelves don’t include any designated hooks for washcloths, loofahs, etc., most people don’t mind thanks to all
the storage space. When installing the Zenna Home Corner Tension Pole Shower Caddy, make sure that you measure your ceiling height first and compare it to the manufacturer’s instructions. Some people recommend that you try installing the system first before cutting the height of the tension pole, as the instructions may direct you to do. While many metal shower organizers struggle with corrosion
issues, some finishes of this corner shower caddy seem more prone to rust than others. The satin nickel finish seems to fare well, with users had more complaints regarding the durability of the chrome and nickel varieties. What to Look for in a Shower Organizer Size If your morning shower routine includes a regimen of products, look for a shower caddy with multiple shelves or storage baskets. This may
also be true if you have a large family. On the other hand, if you’re a single person or are looking for a slimmer option, a shower organizer with one or two shelves may be what you need. Also consider whether you like to buy value-sized bottles of body wash or hair products—and if so, look for taller and wider shelves to make sure you have room for these oversized bottles.  Style Decide whether you’d
prefer a hanging, freestanding, or over-the-door shower organizer. Hanging shower organizers are the most common and work well for standard shower fixtures. Freestanding models are good for larger showers but are probably not the right choice for shower and tub combos. There are also over-the-door options, which are great for enclosed showers. Material Since the bathroom is usually the dampest
and most humid room in the house, you’ll want to choose a shower organizer that can stand up to the steamy conditions. Metal is typically subject to corrosion but stainless steel organizers generally maintain their appearance. It’s also not uncommon to see metal wire organizers that have been coated in plastic for durability. If you’re looking for a more natural material, teak wood shower caddies are
beautiful and can be long-lasting when properly cared for. Plastic shower organizers are popular, too—just be sure to look for shelves with drainage and be prepared to scrub away soap scum once awhile. Photo: Kyle Fitzgerald Your guideMedea GiordanoWe were skeptical that any shower caddy could be worth spending more than about $20, but after researching 100-plus shower caddies and trying 13 of
them, we’re sure the OXO Aluminum 3-Tier Shower Caddy is the only one of these things you’ll have to buy for a very long time.This shower caddy is easier than others to install and remove, has better stability, ample capacity, high-quality materials, and a durable design that’s backed by OXO’s guarantee.$50 from Bed Bath & BeyondThe OXO Aluminum 3-tier Shower Caddy is easier than others to hook
over the shower arm, and it’s more stable thanks to a grippy rubberized hook and sturdy wall-hugging suction cups along its bottom. All sizes of bottles stayed tidy and easily accessible on its durable aluminum shelves, and its lower soap dish removes easily for cleaning. These high-quality materials and features stood apart from the cheaper caddies—which can be cramped, flimsy, and prone to rust—as
did OXO’s reputation and guarantee, a bit of long-term assurance we’d welcome for any home upgrade.The Simplehuman Adjustable Shower Caddy Plus and Simplehuman Adjustable Shower Caddy XL cost more than the OXO but provided added versatility, with features like adjustable-height necks and shelves to fit varying sizes of bottles, multiple hooks, and more storage options overall. The Plus is
excellent for fixed showerheads, and if you have a handheld showerhead—with a dangling hose that normally interferes with a shower caddy—get the XL. It’s very similar but adds a vertical cutout between the shelves where the hose can hang.A pole-style caddy in a far corner of the shower can hold a lot, declutter the showerhead area, and be super-sturdy—but a good one, like the OXO Good Grips
Quick-Extend Aluminum Pole Caddy, is more expensive than a hanging caddy. Why spend this much money on a pole caddy when you can get a cheaper one for a fraction of the price? This model’s extendable single-pole design was easier to install than multiple-pole competitors we tested—it’s less frustrating than fitting multiple poles together, and the telescoping pole design is sturdier too. A single
connection locks it in place between 5 and 9 feet, and it securely wedges between the floor (or flat tub ledge) and ceiling without shaking or shimmying. Plus, its shelves can pop on and off for cleaning. On others we tried, removing the shelves meant taking down the whole pole. While cheaper pole caddies might last a couple of years before they get rusty or wobbly, this one carries OXO’s lifetime
guarantee—a reassurance we appreciate given this item’s price.This shower caddy is easier than others to install and remove, has better stability, ample capacity, high-quality materials, and a durable design that’s backed by OXO’s guarantee.$50 from Bed Bath & BeyondIf I’m spending money, I want it to be on things I love, and a shower caddy doesn’t really fall within that category. Going into this
research, I was skeptical that anything more than $20 could really be worth it. But after pushing 13 of these shower caddies to their limits, seeing the best alongside the cheap ones, I was converted. Spending a bit more really does make a difference. I still don’t consider shower caddies a product I love, but I’d rather spend a bit more on a nice one that will last a long time instead of buying a cheap one every
few years.I spent 10 hours researching 20 models, including previous picks, and testing 13. All together, I and the three writers who have worked on prior versions of this guide have spent more than 25 hours researching more than 100 shower caddies.Every shower needs a caddy—especially when multiple people share the bathroom. I didn’t think I needed a caddy, because my bathtub’s walls have built-in
shelves to hold products. But a good caddy lets you stay more organized, and it’s easier to take down and clean a caddy than scrub soap scum off the shelf and wall. A good one can also overcome the problem of rust, which plagues cheaper caddies. We tested these in a few showers and in the process convinced other skeptics—for example, my parents had never even considered a shower caddy and
said they will absolutely be buying one now.We scoured Amazon and Google looking for every shower caddy we could find. Our initial list included contenders from well-known, reputable brands and manufacturers we’d never heard of. We mainly focused on the classic over-the-showerhead design, because it’s the most popular and easiest to install. But we also looked at over-door and pole-style versions.
We read lots of reviews, interviewed a few manufacturers, and narrowed down our list with the following criteria:Design: Is it easy to set up? Is it stable? Does it look okay? Do the points of contact—with the shower arm, wall, or tub ledge—make a secure connection?Capacity: Does it hold enough bottles? Is there space for soap? Razors? Hooks?Quality: Do the materials seem made to last? Will it rust? For
a pole style, is the spring tense enough?Reputation: How are the reviews? Is there a warranty?Price: How do cheaper and pricier caddies compare? What’s a good value?I loaded the shower caddies with up to 133 ounces of showering products in different-size bottles—plus a bar of soap, a facial cleansing brush, a razor, and a loofah.We eventually pared our list down to 13 finalists, including picks from
earlier iterations of this guide.Once the test models arrived, we pushed the shower caddies to their limits. I’m a product hoarder, and I have curly hair with a mind of its own, which means I have different types of shampoos and conditioners for different days: One (okay, two) for when I feel like I have a lot of product buildup, one for if my scalp is feeling particularly itchy, a cheap conditioner, a custom-made
conditioner, a tea-tree oil shampoo-conditioner pair for the ultimate salonlike experience, and two conditioning masks. I also have multiple face washes and scrubs. All together, I loaded the shower caddies with up to 133 ounces of showering products in different-size bottles—plus a bar of soap, a facial cleansing brush, a razor, and a loofah.Our pick: OXO Good Grips Aluminum 3-Tier Shower Caddy Photo:
Kyle FitzgeraldThis shower caddy is easier than others to install and remove, has better stability, ample capacity, high-quality materials, and a durable design that’s backed by OXO’s guarantee.$50 from Bed Bath & BeyondOf the 13 shower caddies we tested in 2019, the OXO Aluminum 3-Tier Shower Caddy is the one we’d recommend if you're tired of replacing a rusted-out wire rack every 18 months. It’s
easier than others to install, and it’s more stable thanks to its grippy hook and suction cups and has ample capacity for two people’s toiletries. Its quality materials and ease of cleaning surpass cheaper models, yet it’s more affordable than some other excellent shower caddies we saw. OXO’s reputation and guarantee provide some long-term assurance, a detail that stands out among the hordes of mystery
companies on Amazon. The OXO is the easiest of our picks to install, with a simple hook at the top and a rotating bar with two suction cups at the bottom to stick it to your shower wall. Its rubberized hook requires little effort to attach and detach—I did both while it was fully stocked with products—but it’s sturdy and won't slip down the showerhead arm, unlike others we tested. Suction cups at the bottom
stabilize the entire unit, and the short bar they’re connected to can rotate to get the best grip on a shower wall or tile. It's secure: Even loaded with products, it didn't budge after repeated smacks to its side. The only other caddies this sturdy were by Simplehuman—but you must screw-tighten their hooks onto the shower arm, a slightly annoying step that the OXO conveniently skips.OXO’s grippy rubberized
hook easily attaches to a showerhead and stays in place. Photo: Kyle FitzgeraldOXO’s suction cups can rotate on a small bar to avoid a grout line, for example, to get a secure connection on the wall. Photo: Kyle FitzgeraldThe OXO’s soap dish can be removed for cleaning. Photo: Kyle FitzgeraldOXO’s grippy rubberized hook easily attaches to a showerhead and stays in place. Photo: Kyle FitzgeraldWith
two full-size shelves and a large soap dish, the Aluminum Shower Caddy held more products in varying sizes and shapes than most caddies we tested: eight bottles of shampoos and conditioners ranging from 8 ounces to 13.5 ounces, a 7-ounce tube of shaving cream, two 6-ounce face washes, an 8.5-ounce bottle of bodywash, a bar of soap, two small sample-size bottles, a 1-ounce jar of face scrub, one
standard razor, and a shower puff. Its soap dish, which includes a couple of handy hooks for a razor and loofah, is removable for cleaning.OXO prominently claims that the caddy, with its anodized aluminum finish, will never rust—a problem with other caddies, like for this Amazon reviewer, who bought the OXO to replace a rusted rack. We couldn’t test all the caddies long enough to check for rust, but we
will look for it in long-term testing. One reason we recommend this product, though, is that OXO’s guarantee means even something like rust is not a huge concern, as the company has proven on many occasions that it's willing to honor the guarantee for any products that don’t live up to its claims.Flaws but not dealbreakersThe OXO shower caddy does not adjust up and down, unlike similar models from
Simplehuman, which let you raise and lower the shelves and the central beam. A few reviewers on Amazon complained that the top shelf was too high to reach. This wasn’t a problem for me. For context, my showerhead is attached to the wall at about 83 inches from the tub floor, putting the caddy’s top shelf at just under 7 feet. I’m 5-foot-7, and I could easily reach it.A review also complained that the
suction cups didn’t work well on tile. We haven’t seen this issue in testing on smooth tile, and we can confirm the suction cups don’t budge at all on an acrylic shower enclosure. But uneven or porous tile surfaces would likely present a problem for this or any other suction cup.It would be nice if the OXO had two hooks for razors instead of one, but that’s a minor quibble. The soap dish shelf is also large
enough that it can accommodate a second razor alongside a bar of soap.Upgrade picks: Simplehuman Adjustable Shower Caddy Plus and XL Photo: Kyle FitzgeraldThe absolute best behind-the-showerhead caddies we tried were the Simplehuman Adjustable Shower Caddy Plus and (if you need to accommodate a handheld showerhead’s dangling hose) the Adjustable Shower Caddy XL. Their quality and
stability are comparable to the OXO’s, and their adjustable height and shelves add more configuration options. The extra features and adjustability add to the cost, however, and installing either Simplehuman caddy isn’t as easy as getting the OXO in place. Simplehuman’s hook requires a screwdriver to install, but it won’t budge. Photo: Kyle FitzgeraldThe Simplehuman models add a slightly annoying step
to the installation: Once you loop the caddy’s hook over the shower arm, you have to use a screwdriver to tighten an integrated screw to cinch down the hook’s eyelet. Two suction cups at the bottom of the caddy secure it to the shower wall. Once you do that, this caddy doesn’t budge. A slight drawback relative to the OXO: The suction cup bar doesn’t rotate to allow for exact positioning on the shower walls
(which is a problem if it falls directly over a grout line). The Simplehuman caddies include adhesive stickers to use if the suction cups don’t work in your shower, though we didn’t need them in testing.Both Simplehuman models have more versatile configuration options than the OXO. The overall height of the caddies can adjust by nearly a foot, so you can make their placement fit best with your own height
and the height of the shower arm. The Simplehuman shelves, with the help of a knob on the back, can also be adjusted up or down (and the Plus can move side to side) and to configure the caddy for your particular bottles. The OXO doesn’t do either.The Simplehuman caddies include hooks for razors, and the shelves can slide up and down to custom heights. Photo: Kyle FitzgeraldThe bottom hook on the
Simplehuman is shallow, so it doesn’t hold a loofah in place quite as securely as the OXO does. Photo: Kyle FitzgeraldThe Simplehuman caddies include hooks for razors, and the shelves can slide up and down to custom heights. Photo: Kyle FitzgeraldThe Simplehuman XL’s standout advantage over the OXO and the Simplehuman Plus is that it has space in the middle to make room for a handheld
showerhead’s hose (which would interfere with basically any other caddy mounted to the shower arm).The Simplehuman caddies held everything the OXO held, with additional room for a second razor, a hair mask, and a face-wash brush that fit into a plastic side cup. The Simplehuman caddies also have holes in the shelves so you can store bottles upside down, helping you eke out the last drops of
shampoos and conditioners. The bottom hook on the Simplehuman caddies is shallow compared with OXO’s design, so our shower puff fell off a few times in testing. But it has a bar along the soap dish that the OXO lacks, giving you a better place to hang a washcloth to dry.Both caddies are made of stainless steel and anodized aluminum, so Simplehuman, like OXO, claims they won’t rust. Simplehuman
has a limited warranty on its products, but it’s not as comprehensive and open-ended as OXO’s lifetime guarantee.Also great: OXO Good Grips Quick-Extend Aluminum Pole Caddy Photo: Rozette RagoA pole-style caddy in a far corner of the shower can hold more than an over-the-arm rack, and it can declutter the showerhead area, making your shower feel roomier and more pleasant. But a good model,
like the OXO Good Grips Quick-Extend Aluminum Pole Caddy, is far more expensive than a hanging caddy. Compared with cheaper pole caddies, the OXO is easier to install, much sturdier, more versatile, and more attractive. It seems made to last years, but even if it doesn’t, it’s backed by OXO’s guarantee—a huge reassurance for something this expensive.The OXO, which wedges between the floor (or
bathtub ledge) and ceiling, was the best of the three pole caddies we tried because of its incredibly simple assembly and installation process. The other two models we tested came with multiple pieces and required measuring to see how many extension poles you’d need to fit in your shower. The multiple-pole design led to problems with some competitors we considered—including collapsing due to too-
loose tension springs that never held the pole in place, and for some ceiling heights, creating a need to cut the extension pieces to length with a hacksaw. The OXO handles all this with a single telescoping pole that you extend to the right height and and lock into place. A powerful internal compression spring keeps the pole wedged firmly between the ceiling and the floor or tub ledge. We installed it on a tub
ledge and found it quite sturdy, even loaded with enough bottles, soap, and accessories for a family of five. In a taller ceiling height location, installed freestanding—not braced in a corner, as intended—it still didn’t shake or shimmy.The OXO pole-style caddy has large open shelves with two hooks for razors. Photo: Rozette RagoThe shelves snap on to hooks, allowing for easy installation and cleaning.
Photo: Rozette RagoOpen holes in the shelves make it easy to invert bottles to get the last squirts of conditioner. Photo: Rozette RagoAn easy-to-use lock on the bottom foot keeps the OXO in place. Photo: Rozette RagoThe OXO pole-style caddy has large open shelves with two hooks for razors. Photo: Rozette RagoThe OXO’s four shelves hold several bottles apiece, making this ideal for bathrooms
shared by two or more people. You can remove each shelf for cleaning without having to remove the pole, unlike the other two pole-style caddies we tried, including our previous pick from Simplehuman. The pole extends from 5 to 9 feet, so unless your ceiling is unusually high, this model should work. It’s great for a shower stall, and we’ve also found it can work in a combination tub and shower, as long as
the tub ledge has a few inches of flat area for the bottom foot to sit on. This design can be a challenge in some ready-to-assemble tub and shower surrounds, as some designs limit the placement options on the lower foot.We tried OXO’s 2-tiered version of our top pick, and it has the same durability and large soap dish that we liked, but we think it’s probably too small for most people.The OXO Hose Keeper
Shower Caddy is designed to accommodate a handheld showerhead’s dangling hose, but its overall height is not adjustable like on the Simplehuman XL. We prefer that adjustability, because with a wide range of combination handheld-and-fixed showerhead designs—many of which crowd the showerhead area—we want to be able to lower and raise shelves to make the setup function well.Simplehuman’s
Standard version has adjustable shelves, but the neck can’t extend and its soap dish is smaller. Simplehuman makes an over-the-door version that we didn’t feel was as versatile as the over-the-shower-arm design. Simplehuman’s corner model was smaller and less sturdy than the OXO Pole Caddy.InterDesign’s Metalo and Forma over-the-door shower caddies are both fine options if you have a shower
with doors, although after testing everything side by side, we’d still go for an over-the-shower-arm caddy to keep the door area visually clear. The Metalo is inexpensive and looks it but has a handy washcloth bar at the bottom. The Forma costs a bit more and looks better than the Metalo, but its razor hooks couldn’t hold our standard-size razor.The Zenna Home 4-Tier Tension Pole Shower Caddy, the
similar Zenna Home Tension Pole Caddy, and Zenna’s Premium L-Shaped Caddy are all great examples of why we’d spend more on a better pole-style caddy. The multiple sections are harder to put together, flimsy, prone to rust, and less customizable. If the sections don’t fit your floor-to-ceiling height exactly, you’ll have to cut them to length with a hacksaw. You see similar complaints on the InterDesign
Tension Pole Caddy and the Twigz tension pole caddy, also by Interdesign.Simplehuman’s Adjustable Tension Shower Caddy used to be our pole-style pick, and it’s still a solid and sturdy option, but we liked the OXO pole caddy’s quick installation and the ability to remove the shelves for cleaning without taking the pole down. Zenna Home’s highly rated Expandable Handheld Shower Head Caddy fell short
for us, because its hard plastic hook slid off the shower arm repeatedly—a problem our other picks all avoided.The Linea Adjustable Caddy fit larger bottles—but only if you spread the shelves as far apart as possible. And its shelves sagged sadly under the weight of these bottles. There’s a simple wire soap dish but no hook for a towel, loofah, or razor.We had high hopes for Zenna’s Never Rust caddy. But
its second shelf is short, and anything taller than the tiniest bottles on the top shelf interfere with the shower’s spray. The Zenna has two hooks, which jut out sharply and give it the appearance of being very cheaply constructed.Metaltex’s Onda model offers a three-year warranty but is so small it can only hold one shampoo bottle, a bar of soap, and a sponge.After comments from readers we looked into
caddies that stick to your shower wall like these from 3M’s Command brand. But many reviews mention them falling off the wall, which aligns with our personal experiences with caddies so we can’t recommend them. They are significantly cheaper than our picks though, so if you want to take a chance on them you’ll only be down a few dollars and potentially some broken shampoo bottles.by Harry
SawyersThere’s a limit to what you can do in a space you don’t own, but these bath upgrades make it feel a lot more like it’s yours.by Tim HeffernanWith a few simple additions—clever storage, bright new towels, even a better toilet brush—anyone can upgrade their bathroom.by Annam SwansonWe have 42 picks made by housewares company OXO across more than 30 of our guides. Read on to learn
more.
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